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WHAT’S THE PROBLEM:  When Christians are asked why they believe the 

Bible is true, the answer is often:  Well, I just have faith.  Well, so do 

Muslims have faith that the Quran is true; so do Mormons believe that 

the Book of Mormon is true; so do Hindus believe that the Vedas are true.  

To answer with “I just have faith” is not helpful to the one asking.  We, 

as Christians, need to know specifically why the Bible is true; we must 

be able to answer that question with logic and reason.  Faith is based on 

TRUTH, logic and reason, not on blind belief (the Apostles were fearful 

and had lost faith after the crucifixion of Christ – and then the Risen 

Christ appeared to them in the upper room).   

If the Bible is NOT TRUE, INERRANT and the WORD OF GOD, then the 

Bible is Errant.  If the Bible is Errant, we then have no foundation for 

our beliefs and faith.  We must resolve this issue in our hearts and our 

MINDS. 

In this semester course, we will do a systematic study of Why the Bible is 

True (see next page).  We will have guest speakers; we will have extensive 

class participation, and we will leave with a simple list of specific 

reasons as to why the Bible is the True & Inerrant “God-Breathed” Word 

of God. 

CHRISTIANITY ON TRIAL:  At the end of our semester, we are planning on 

putting Christianity on Trial in our Class.  We will have two practicing 

attorneys and an actual judge to perform the trial.  The class will be the 

jury.  We will ask various class members to be witnesses – on both sides 

of the issue.    

Come and join this exciting class and help us come to the TRUTH OF 

GOD’S WORD.  WE NEED YOU!! 

Note:  All class notes will be available on Ron’s website:  

ExcellentEvidence.com 

 

 



 


